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complices surfaced a massive attack on the Club of Life in
Spain. In part, the attack was triggered by a public resolution
unanimously adopted by the Jan. 22, 1983 meeting of the
Club of Life in Madrid. This resolution expressed the Club

British spooks out to
'abort' Spanish gov't
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

of Life's current major international campaign-effort, to make
the new world economic order proposed by the 1967 Popu

[orum Progressio encyclical of Pope Paul VI a reality. This
work of the Club of Life is seen as a serious potential danger
by powerful financier circles of the City of London, Switz
erland, and Venice. At the same time, the work of the Club
of Life was seen as a threat to British plans for an early
destabilizatioJ;l of Spain.

Circles linked to Britain's Brian Jenkins have been detected

The main British channel used for the right-wing side of

in the middle of a plot threatening to trigger a new civil war

the coup-destabilization plot is contaminated sections of the

in Spain. A set of operatives inside the governing Socialist
Party is enraging the Catholic opposition by ramming through

international right-to-life movement's organizations, such as

a radical pro-abortion law. Another set of operatives is work

trating right-to-life organizations is to limit the activities of

ing to assemble the political mass-base of sympathy for an

these organizations to the single issue of opposing legalized

early coup d'etat, by rallying an enraged Catholic population

abortions. These infiltrators sabotage all work on the issues

around the single issue of an anti-abortion fight.
Ihe hrst signs ot this British coup-building operation

France's Jerome Lejeune. The tactic of these agents pene

of euthanasia and mass-genocide in the developing sector,
arguing that it is "divisive" to oppose the Malthusian policies

were detected during the past three weeks, through investi

of such organizations as the Club of Rome, IFIAS, the World

gation of a massive covert operation targeting all Spanish

Wildlife Fund, the Aspen Institute, and the Brandt Commis

supporters of the Club of Life. At first, according to well

sion. Many of these anti-abortionists actually collaborate

placed Spanish insiders, this covert operation appeared to be

with the Club of Rome. Such hypocrites more or less domi

coming entirely from the V. S. Embassy in Madrid, under the

nate the leadership of V. S. right-to-life organizations, which

direction of V.S. Ambassador Terence Todman. A second

are notorious for this reason among right-to-life leaders

operation, parallel to that coming out of the V.S. Embassy,

throughout the world.

was traced to a well-known Kissinger accomplice, Jose Mar

The operation run against the Club-1)f Life among some

ia Armero of Europa Press Agency, distributing a packet of

of Spain's Catholics is centered around the argument that the

lies against Club of Life founders copied from organized

Club of Life does not accept the single-issue anti-abortion

crime drug-linked circles in the V.S.A.

policy, and is therefore a suspiciously divisive organization.

Since this writer's activities in France and Spain have

The importance of this single-issue tactic for the British

included efforts to prevent a Kissinger-linked asassination

plotters is the fact that one faction of Spain's Socialist Party

plot against Morocco's King Hassan, it was first suspected

government, including Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez, is

that that issue was the motive for the covert operation. Then,

linked to the Ibero-American cause, and favors a pro

a more massive operation surfaced, leading undercover in

development policy for Ibero-America and its Spanish part

vestigators to discover the British-orchestrated coup-plot.

ner. Normally, as the new government settles into place,

The structure inside Spain being used for this operation

there would be numerous grounds for collaboration on se

is broadly the same the British used to trigger the 1930s

lected major issues between the new government and large

Spanish Civil War's scenario through the assassination of

portions of the opposition, especially among Catholic circles

Primo de Rivera. During and since that Civil War, British

committed to Populorum Progressio and Laborem Exercens.

intelligence has maintained dominance over much of the left

By making radical forms of legalized abortion apparently

wing in that country, through the Fabian Society and the

a Socialist cause, and by rallying the opposition lUld large

circles around Lord Kaldor at King's College, Cambridge.

sections of the voters around the single issue of the anti

Recently, British intelligence has surfaced a major right

abortion fight, the political environment favorable to an early

wing operation also run through the Fabian Society, through
\
the Friedmanite Mont Pelerin Society. It is these Friedman

coup d'etat attempt is fostered.

ites who have largely destroyed the healthy industrial devel

eration directed investigators' work to Brian Jenkins circles

opment of the 1960s.
Although these are the most recent features of British

The paw-prints of a British "conflict-management" op
in Britain. The fact th·at Jenkins's forces are deployed into
the middle of this operation in Spain was immediately con

intelligence penetration of Spain's internal political life, these

clusively confirmed. Although numerous other, auxiliary op

newer elements are superimposed upon the old structure Brit

erations have been detected, including one based in West

ain used to orchestrate the Carlist Wars of the 19th century.

Germany, the immediate coordination of the overall coup

There were two reasons British intelligence and its ac-
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destabilization operation is Britain.
International
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